Senior
Sibling
Blues
Is it possible for older adults
to sustain a meaningful
connection with difficult
sisters and brothers?
ESSAY AND ILLUSTRATION
BY NANCY SPILLER

It’s hard for me to write this, even though

true that with time and practice and the

I’ve written a novel prompted in part by the

awareness writing brings, I’ve gained a

subject and a memoir touching lightly

better understanding of why it’s such a

on it, but the truth is my adult sibling

challenge to maintain contact with my

relationships remain for me eggshell

sister and brothers, especially now that

territory, a worrisome path winding

we’re older. But understanding doesn’t

around a sinkhole in my heart. Oh, it’s

equal ease in their infrequent company.
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–continued from page 21

The family we survived was far from singular in its chaos.
Our parents’ divorce and mother’s debilitating depression brought us
closer together, bonding in our shared need to overcome the ordeal. In our 20s, we both
helped and hindered each other as we took turns escaping the mother ship. Heading into
our 30s and 40s, we sought our separate footings in the adult world, found strength in
marriages and grew distant or silent. We came back together as required for our aging
parents’ needs. We were most mature when it came to settling the inheritances.
Now what? That’s a question many siblings who’ve had troubling or abusive relationships find themselves asking as they reach a certain age. Is it possible to have a satisfying
connection in our senior years?
The problem is as common as are the reasons for wanting to overcome it. Our siblings
have been in our lives the longest of anyone; in many ways they know us better than we
do ourselves. There is a shared history and shared genes — 50 percent — that would make
them good candidates for companionship and support. What few studies that have been
done claim two-thirds of adult siblings are on fundamentally friendly terms, some even
claim best-friendship. My friend Dawn has a fraternal twin sister who is her complete
opposite regarding politics and religious beliefs. While Dawn is an urban liberal with no
formal faith, her sister is a rural conservative evangelical. “I hate that about her,” Dawn
quips. Yet they still enjoy each other’s company. “We have detailed discussions about the
weather and other things that we’re doing in our lives.”
The other third of the senior sibling population are indifferent, downright hostile or
no longer speaking to each other. For them, the acceptable levels of sibling rivalry one can
benefit from as a child may have metastasized into verbal, emotional or physical abuse,
even incest, especially in households where parents were neglectful or absent. The result
can be toxic resentment and strained relations in adulthood.
How do those who feel like they’ve survived a decades-long war find détente? Should
they even try? The reasons might include a sense of moral obligation to help a troubled
brother or sister, especially in their later years — especially now, with the shrinking safety
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net of pensions and government programs. We live
in a complicated society in which our final decades can be
a challenge to navigate for even the most competent. If you’ve got a problem sibling who’s
floundering, especially if they have no spouse or children, how do you safely answer their
call for help? Or do you watch them go under?
One senior friend (I’ve changed all the names here) openly loathes her single, childless brother. Louise, an artist and married mother of two, finally stopped talking to her
younger brother after their mother passed away. Having fought throughout their childhood, they were at odds for most of their adult lives, even though they both lived in
Southern California, but found themselves in close company in their mother’s final years.
Her brother sided with their aging mother in conflicts with Louise, then left Louise to
handle most all the physical caregiving, such as driving Mom to doctors’ appointments and
social dates. Once the estate was settled, Louise’s resentment turned to silence. “He burned
me one too many times.”
We may feel a strong obligation to put up with difficult parents and children, but closing the door on problem siblings is a sanctioned social stance.
Consider another pal, Jeffrey, now in his early 60s, who runs a successful Los Angeles
–based business that affords him a comfortable lifestyle, including a second home and
regular trips to Europe. He long ago cut his Midwestern siblings loose. “They see what I’ve
got and think they have a right to it because we’re family,” he says. “Then they insult me
with put-downs and sarcasm, like they did when we were kids. They’re the reason I moved
to California. I haven’t been back since my parents died.”
Birthdays and holidays can be a time for seeking out problem siblings — and then getting slapped in the face by them.
My friend Sylvia used to reach out every Christmas and birthday with gifts and cards to
an unresponsive older sister whom she had worshipped as a child, never receiving anything
in return. Some years Sylvia didn’t even have an address for her. The result was a low-grade
chronic obsession, constantly worrying about the sister’s welfare. It wasn’t until after their
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parents died and the sister suffered a life-threatening medical condition that the older sister
sought to mend the rift. Not surprisingly, Sylvia soon felt used.
“I was doing all this work and getting nothing but bad behavior back in return,” she
says. Sylvia hasn’t cut her off completely but has managed to gain distance, sharply reducing her aid while remaining wary of the future. “It’s hard just being in her company. She
lies and says nasty things, then denies having said them. She constantly violates my boundaries. I’ll never not worry about her, but now I try to limit my help to ways that take less of
a psychic toll.” That includes periods of days or weeks in which “I don’t respond to her at
all.”
The extensive body of troubled sibling literature often encourages hatchet burial.
Claiming it’s ultimately for the good, experts say the result is a happier and healthier later
life shared with those people who’ve known you the longest and the best. The problem
is when that long history and depth of knowledge can itself be the greatest divide. Who
knows better how to push your buttons, make you feel invisible or turn you instantly back
into the unprotected kid tormented by hostile forces living in the same house?
Some siblings put up with such treatment their entire lives for reasons both compelling and primitive: like the abused younger female of the family in the play August: Osage
County, suffering chronic emotional abuse because “you never know when you’ll need a
kidney.”
Or, you step out of Plato’s cave and discover another reality beyond the shadows of
emotional enslavement.
“One day I told my therapist I wished there were a surgery to remove them from my
brain,” says my friend Darryl. He’d been through yet another bout of birth-family-based
turmoil and things were looking bleak. The reason he put up with any of it was, now that
he and his siblings were all in their 60s and both parents were deceased, he still thought of
them as family. The idea that “family was all you’ve got” was embedded in him at an early
age. He needed a new way of thinking going forward.
“The therapist told me ‘You have to do the surgery,’” he says. He’s been working on it
ever since, finding meditation, long walks and journal writing to be a tremendous help in
his efforts at focusing on friends and his spouse, rather than continuing to grieve over the
family lost long ago.
I’ll be thinking of my friends and their sibling blues as I continue my own trek down
the eggshell path. Wish me luck and strong sutures. ||||
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